We investigated the etiology of attentional control (AC) and four different anxiety symptom types (generalized, obsessive-compulsive, separation, and social) in an adolescent sample of over 400 twin pairs. Genetic factors contributed to 55% of the variance in AC and between 43 and 58% of the variance in anxiety. Negative phenotypic associations between AC and anxiety indicated that lower attentional ability is related to increased risk for all 4 anxiety categories. Genetic correlations between AC and anxiety phenotypes ranged from À.36 to À.47, with evidence of nonshared environmental covariance between AC and generalized and separation anxiety. Results suggest that AC is a phenotypic and genetic risk factor for anxiety in early adolescence, with somewhat differing levels of risk depending on symptomatology.
et al., 1988; Fontenelle & Hasler, 2008; ValleniBasile et al., 1994) . Social anxiety is typically diagnosed in late adolescence; lifetime prevalence rates range from approximately 7.3 to 12.1%, and females have nearly twice the risk for developing this disorder (Beesdo et al., 2007; Kessler et al., 2005; Wittchen, Stein, & Kessler, 1999) . Separation anxiety is typified by extreme distress when separated from one's primary caregiver (APA, 2000) . Normative onset occurs between twelve and eighteen months of age (Beesdo et al., 2009 ), but separation anxiety is considered atypical later in childhood. Prevalence rates for separation anxiety disorder range from 2.4% to 5.2%, with an average onset of approximately seven years (Bolton et al., 2006; Bowen, Offord, & Boyle, 1990; Kessler et al., 2005) . Age of onset for generalized anxiety is typically adolescence to early adulthood with prevalence rates between 3.6 and 8.6% (Beesdo, Pine, Lieb, & Wittchen, 2010; Beesdo et al., 2009; Bowen et al., 1990; De Graaf, Bijl, Spijker, Beekman, & Vollebergh, 2003; Kessler et al., 2005) . Each type of anxiety shows somewhat distinct symptomatology, yet there is strong comorbidity in childhood and adolescence based on multiple studies using comparison samples (Essau et al., 2000; Ford et al., 2003) .
Although symptoms of these different anxiety disorders indicate some phenotypic heterogeneity, common genetic and biological characteristics have been proposed, partly due to similar responses to pharmacological treatments (P erez-Edgar & Fox, 2005) . Etiologically, both genetic and environmental factors contribute to individual differences in childhood anxiety as well as links between early anxiety and later developing psychiatric disorders (Pine, 2007) . Behavioral genetic studies of anxiety generally find moderate heritability estimates (P erezEdgar & Fox, 2005) . Because these investigations typically focus on broad anxiety phenotypes or one specific anxiety diagnosis, mapping genetic factors onto individual anxiety diagnoses is difficult. One fairly comprehensive meta-analysis of family and twin studies of panic, generalized anxiety, phobic and obsessive-compulsive disorders in adults examined odds ratios and heritabilities of the various anxiety diagnoses (Hettema, Neale, & Kendler, 2001) . Odds ratios for first-degree relatives of probands in the family studies ranged from 4 to 6 for all disorders, and heritability estimates for panic and generalized anxiety were .43 and .32, respectively (Hettema et al., 2001 ). Phobias and obsessive-compulsive disorders were not included in the meta-analysis of heritability due to insufficient large-scale studies. The nonshared environment was significant for both panic and generalized anxiety, and the shared environment was significant for females with generalized anxiety disorder (Hettema et al., 2001 ). These results suggest that the biometric architectures of different anxiety disorders show some similarities (magnitude of heritability estimates) and some differences (shared environment is only important for women with generalized anxiety). Clearly, further genetic research focusing on multiple aspects of anxiety is needed.
Attentional Control and Anxiety
Individual differences in child temperament dimensions such as attentional control (AC) have been consistently linked to the emergence of anxiety disorders. Temperament is defined as individual differences in human reactivity and regulation, encompassing the broad domains of emotion, motor activity, and attention (Rothbart & Bates, 2006) . It is a fairly stable, early-emerging construct that represents the affective, activational, and attentional aspects of adult personality. Extreme levels of temperament may be representative of behavior problems and psychopathology, and temperament may be an important liability factor for child psychopathology (Goldsmith, Lemery, & Essex, 2004) . Research examining temperamental risk factors for anxiety indicates that these behavioral dimensions can be assessed as early as the preschool period and may have predictive validity from early childhood through adulthood (P erez-Edgar & Fox, 2005; Pine, 2007) . Temperament dimensions may predict multiple anxiety diagnoses reflecting a general vulnerability, or they may show more specificity by predicting only one type of anxiety diagnosis.
The temperament dimension of attentional control (AC) refers to individual differences in the ability to regulate one's awareness and concentration (Rothbart & Bates, 2006) . Specifically, AC reflects stable individual differences in the monitoring of attention, how it is allocated, and the purposeful ability to focus or disengage attention (Helzer, Connor-Smith, & Reed, 2009) . AC is theorized to develop later than emotional reactive control systems such as fear and behavioral inhibition (BI) and is considered self-regulatory in nature (Rothbart & Bates, 2006) . In Rothbart's theory of temperament, AC is viewed as a component of the broader effortful control (EC) factor which focuses on self-regulation and the efficiency of executive attention, and involves the inhibition and activation of appropriate responses, planning, error detection, and sustained attention (Rothbart, Ellis, & Posner, 2004) . Effortful control temperament dimensions like AC are posited to emerge in toddlerhood and preschool and continue to develop into middle childhood, reflecting cognitive underpinnings.
AC is considered to be a dimension of temperament; however, other psychological theorists and researchers have conceptualized AC as a cognitive construct or executive function (EF) related to processing efficiency that is often assessed in adolescence and adulthood (Eysenck, Derakshan, Santos, & Calvo, 2007) . Although we view AC primarily through the lens of temperament theory, we do not believe that the cognitive/EF perspective on AC is incompatible with ours. We agree with both Zhou, Chen, and Main (2012), and Liew (2012) who argue that the temperament and EF perspectives have considerable overlaps in definition and in empirical research programs and that differences between the two perspectives are largely a matter of research traditions as opposed to true differences in concept. Both Zhou et al. (2012) and Liew (2012) view both perspectives as complementary and propose integration of the EF and temperament perspectives in a more comprehensive theory of child self-regulation.
In their attentional control theory, Eysenck et al. (2007; Eysenck & Derakshan, 2011) describe AC within the framework of anxiety and cognitive performance. Individuals tend to experience anxiety when their goals are threatened, resulting in an allocation of attention to the source of threats (Eysenck et al., 2007) . Attentional control theory further describes anxious individuals as having reduced AC because they are attending to threats preferentially. Therefore, anxiety may increase attentional focus or bias to threat, yet overall AC performance is reduced. As the attentional control theory was first posited, several investigations have found associations between AC and anxiety behaviors, although research on the underlying neural functioning is somewhat mixed, with different studies evincing increased or decreased activity in frontal areas (Berggren & Derakshan, 2013a) .
In one of the earliest behavioral investigations of AC and anxiety, Derryberry and Reed (2002) found that undergraduates with low AC and high trait anxiety had higher rates of biases to a threatening target versus a safe target. They concluded that anxious individuals with better AC may not show strong biases to threat, a theme that is consistent with attentional control theory. In a similar study, Susa, Pitica, Benga, and Miclea (2012) showed that an interaction between AC and attentional bias significantly contributed to anxiety level in children aged 9-14. In addition to attentional biases, studies of other specific cognitive variables have been designed to assess AC in anxious individuals. For example, anxious participants had significantly impaired performance on a task-switching cognitive task in an adult sample (Derakshan, Smyth, & Eysenck, 2009) . A recent analysis of adults' formation of expectations in response to an AC task showed that individuals with higher rates of trait anxiety did not engage in predictions or cues to expectation, while those with low anxiety did (Berggren & Derakshan, 2013b) . These findings suggest a number of specific AC impairments in broadly anxious individuals, but few specific anxiety disorder categories have been examined.
A study that included the specific psychopathology outcomes of state anxiety, social anxiety, and depression showed that the association between social anxiety and AC remained robust even when accounting for depression, state anxiety, and other subscales of effortful control (Moriya & Tanno, 2008) . A socially anxious sample made more errors on saccade tasks with emotional facial expressions as stimuli versus neutral stimuli; these results suggest an AC deficit in social anxiety (Wieser, Pauli, & Muhlberger, 2009) . In a mediational model of AC, social anxiety, and positive affect in an undergraduate sample, Morrison and Heimberg (2013) found that social anxiety was negatively related to AC which was positively associated with positive affect, even after controlling for depression. Therefore, socially anxious individuals with lower AC may be at less risk for negative affectivity. This pattern is somewhat similar to findings from Derryberry and Reed's (2002) research on threat bias wherein anxious persons with higher AC had lower attentional threat biases. In addition to research on AC and social anxiety, one study examined AC in the context of major components of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). Results of this investigation showed that OCD and GAD patients had greater deficits in AC than a control group (Armstrong, Zald, & Olatunji, 2011) . Aside from these somewhat nonspecific findings related to social anxiety and the single investigation on OCD/GAD, less is known about AC and the broad range of anxiety subtypes and few have compared multiple anxiety symptoms in the same sample. In addition, differences in the ages of these various samples do not allow for a close examination of developmental considerations for adolescence, a critical period for anxiety disorders.
As we have reviewed, several researchers believe higher AC allows individuals to better regulate the interpretation of stimuli as nonthreatening and therefore better control anxiety (e.g., Derryberry & Reed, 2002) . There is also evidence suggesting that higher AC and related executive functioning (EF) abilities are linked to higher anxiety symptoms. For example, some temperament research shows that high AC or high inhibitory control can result in increased risk for anxiety (e.g., Brooker et al., 2011; White, McDermott, Degnan, Henderson, & Fox, 2011) . In addition, several neuroscientific studies of anxiety have shown a positive relationship between error detection (often described as an EF or an aspect of cognitive performance) and anxiety levels. The detection of errors produces a neural response in the brain, generated in the anterior cingulate cortex, called the error-related negativity (ERN; Gehring, Goss, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993) . The ERN is a neural response following an error occurring within 100 ms of an erroneous response, where a larger negative response reflects greater error detection. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that individuals with anxiety show a larger ERN compared to controls (Gehring, Himle, & Nisenson, 2000; Hajcak, Franklin, Foa, & Simons, 2008; Lahat et al., 2014; Meyer et al., 2013; McDermott et al., 2009; Weinberg, Olvet, & Hajcak, 2010) . However, there is considerable debate over what the ERN represents and it at least partially represents an emotional response to errors (Inzlicht & Al-Khindi, 2012) . Using the misattribution of arousal paradigm, which selectively manipulates state anxiety without manipulating cognitive performance, Inzlicht & Al-Khindi (2012) demonstrated that the ERN is dissociable from cognitive performance but not negative affect. The amplified ERN response among anxious individuals may thus reflect not only the detection of an error, but also the affective response to the error. At the very least, the ERN phenomenon is likely not a "pure" EF, nor is it consistent with our definition of the temperament dimension of AC.
The Etiology of Anxiety and Attentional Control in Childhood and Adolescence
Widespread consensus holds that genetic factors contribute substantially to individual differences in anxiety phenotypes (Anagnostaras, Craske, & Fanselow, 1999; Schienle, Hettema, C aceda, & Nemeroff, 2011 ) although environmental factors also play an important role. Quantitative genetic analyses indicate patterns of heritability that vary depending on age, methods of assessment, and subtypes or categories of anxiety. Broad measures of anxiety sensitivity in children (Eley, Gregory, Clark, & Ehlers, 2007) and adults (Taylor, Jang, Stewart, & Stein, 2008) , as well as self-reported anxiety symptoms in childhood (Warren, Schmitz, & Emde, 1999) , show significant genetic influences and few shared environmental influences.
Developmental stability of anxiety symptoms in a longitudinal twin study from age 7 to 9 was moderate and largely the result of overlapping genetic factors (Trzaskowski, Zavos, Haworth, Plomin, & Eley, 2012) . Measures of anxiety sensitivity across three occasions in adolescence (mean ages for each time point were 15, 17, and 20 years, respectively) also showed longitudinal genetic continuity although new genetic factors did appear during the period under examination (Zavos, Gregory, & Eley, 2012) .
When examining subtypes of anxiety, the magnitude of heritability tends to be moderate although estimates may vary (moderate heritability ranges from .30 to .60). For example, heritability estimates from studies in childhood are .54 for obsessivecompulsive behaviors (Eley et al., 2003) , range from .60 to .80 for specific phobia (Bolton et al., 2006) , from .39 to .73 for separation anxiety (Bolton et al., 2006; Eley et al., 2003) , and from .56 to .64 for social anxiety or shyness phenotypes (Eley et al., 2003; Hallett, Ronald, Rijsdijk, & Eley, 2009 ). Shared environmental variance ranged from .36 to .40 for separation anxiety (Eley et al., 2003; Topolski et al., 1997) and from .07 to .21 for shyness phenotypes in one study (Hallett et al., 2009) ; otherwise the remaining variances were due to nonshared environmental factors. The findings have generally been similar in adult samples (e.g., Hettema et al., 2001 ) with heritabilities ranging from .32 to .43 for anxiety types, and no evidence of shared environment except for in females with generalized anxiety disorder.
A smaller number of studies have found significant genetic influences on effortful and attentional control in middle childhood (Lemery-Chalfant, Doelger, & Goldsmith, 2008) and late adolescence and early adulthood (Yamagata et al., 2005) . In an adoption study examining the temperament dimension of attention, ratings made by teachers revealed moderate heritability (ranging from .25 to .51) for children at age 9, 10, 11, and 12, although not all estimates were significant (Gagne, Saudino, & Cherny, 2003) . The Lemery-Chalfant, Doelger, and Goldsmith (2008) study also focused on child behavior problems and reported genetic contributions to associations between AC and internalizing and externalizing problems across reporters (parents and observers) and age.
The Current Study
Here, we examined the association between anxiety symptoms and AC in an adolescent twin sample. We used a multiinformant approach to assess both anxiety and the temperament dimension of AC, utilizing a combination of self-ratings and mother ratings. We calculated four anxiety symptom scores (obsessive, social, separation, and generalized anxiety). Bivariate genetic analyses explored the extent to which links between AC and anxiety symptoms are genetically and environmentally mediated in adolescence. A few studies have shown genetic influences on AC and effortful control (LemeryChalfant et al., 2008; Yamagata et al., 2005) , and one found genetic overlap between AC and internalizing behavior problems in childhood (LemeryChalfant et al., 2008) . Therefore, overlapping genetic factors may contribute to phenotypic associations between AC and anxiety symptoms in adolescence, but this remains an open empirical question. We expected AC to be significantly associated with the multiple anxiety symptoms in our adolescent sample. AC was also hypothesized to share overlapping genetic variance with these anxiety outcomes. Confirming evidence for these hypotheses would support the role of early adolescent AC as an important developmental and genetic risk factor for concurrent and future anxiety disorders.
METHODS

Overview and Sample
The Wisconsin Twin Project is a population-based study of early emotional development, temperament, psychopathology, and related psychobiological and behavioral phenotypes in children and adolescents across the state of Wisconsin (Goldsmith, Lemery-Chalfant, Schmidt, Arneson, & Schmidt, 2007) . The project uses a range of research methods, including diagnostic interviews, child selfreport, caregiver report, and in-person cognitive testing. Of the twin pairs that completed the relevant adolescent assessments, 17 families were excluded because of special circumstances (e.g., intellectual disability in one twin). The sample whose data we analyzed comprised 446 twin pairs (892 total participants, 46.4% male), with a mean age of 13.6 years (SD = 1.64 years) and 42.1% categorized as MZ twins. Confirmed contact was obtained from 98% of the initial eligible pool of 503 families for this study cohort, and of this pool, 7.1% declined participation. The ethnicity of the twins in this study was 96.2% non-Hispanic or Latino, and 83.4% were categorized as White (8% Black; 2% Native American; 3.8% more than one race; 2% other: and less than 1% Filipino, Hmong, or Other Pacific Islander categories combined). Mothers had an average education of 14.81 years (SD = 2.33), and fathers had an average education of 14.24 years (SD = 2.44). The median income bracket was $60,001 to $70,000 with 19.2% of the sample having a family income of $40,000 or less and 39.7% of the sample having a family income of $80,000 or more. At the time of assessment, 78.4% of parent participants were married with the vast majority of these (73.9%) married to the biological parent, 7.6% were divorced, and 5.9% were single and never married (3.8% declined to answer and 4.3% answered "other"-most of these individuals said "yes" to the question "are you living with a partner?").
Anxiety Assessment
Anxiety was assessed with two independent measures employing self-report and mother reports. The National Institute of Health's computerassisted Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children, version IV (C-DISC-IV; Shaffer, Fisher, Lucas, Dulcan, & Schwab-Stone, 2000) , was administered to each child and primary caregiver independently. We used the obsessive-compulsive, social anxiety, separation anxiety, and generalized anxiety module symptom counts. The C-DISC-IV is a structured diagnostic instrument based on the DSM-IV designed for nonclinicians for use with 30 childhood and adolescent diagnoses occurring over the past 12 months and the past 4 weeks (Shaffer et al., 2000) . Because of the nature of the C-DISC-IV interview format and scoring procedure, we don't have scale-based data, and it is not possible to provide reliability estimates. However, in a psychometric study of the DISC-IV, test-retest reliability for the anxiety diagnoses ranged from .48 to .86 when the results of parent and youth scores were combined and exceeded that of previous versions of the DISC (Shaffer et al., 2000) . Due to the categorical nature of DSM diagnoses, standard estimates of reliability may appear "misleadingly low" as compared to dimensional variables, and in fact, reliability is overall higher when assessed using C-DISC-IV symptom and criterion counts (Shaffer et al., , 2000 . Validity data for the C-DISC-IV are not yet available; however, previous versions of the DISC were found to be valid across multiple analyses (see Schwab-Stone et al., 1996) .
The overanxious (OA), separation anxiety (SA), and social inhibition (SI) scales from the MacArthur Health and Behavior Questionnaire (HBQ; Essex et al., 2002) were also rated by each caregiver and child (28 items). The HBQ has shown to be a reliable and valid questionnaire assessment of multiple dimensions of health and dysfunction in middle childhood which can be used to screen children who may require more intensive diagnostic assessments (Ablow et al., 1999; Essex et al., 2002; Lemery-Chalfant et al., 2007) . Estimates of internal consistency using Cronbach's alpha ranged from .81 to .85 for caregivers and .79-.85 for children on the HBQ (consistent with published internal consistency estimates for HBQ scales ranging from .56 to .92; Ablow et al., 1999) . Raw scores on all anxiety measures were transformed to z-scores and square root transformations were applied to positively skewed variables (C-DISC-IV twin obsessive-compulsive and separation anxiety; C-DISC-IV parent separation, social, and generalized anxiety; HBQ twin separation anxiety; HBQ parent overanxious, separation anxiety, and social inhibition) before forming mean-level scores. The components of the composites were as follows (with mean intercorrelations of the constituent scales in parentheses-all intercorrelations were significant at the p < .01 level):
1 Generalized anxiety composite: child and parent DISC generalized anxiety symptom scales; child and parent HBQ overanxious scales (.33). 2 Obsessive-compulsive anxiety composite: child and parent DISC obsessive-compulsive symptom scales (.23). 3 Separation anxiety composite: child and parent DISC separation anxiety symptom scales; child and parent HBQ separation anxiety scales (.34). 4 Social anxiety composite: child and parent DISC social anxiety symptom scales; child and parent HBQ social anxiety scales (.34).
Attentional Control
We quantified attentional control (AC) variables using two independent measures. The Early Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire (EATQ; Capaldi & Rothbart, 1992 ) attention scale and the HBQ inattention scale were both rated by the child and the primary caregiver. The EATQ is a commonly used early adolescent temperament questionnaire that is reliable and valid (Capaldi & Rothbart, 1992; Muris & Meester, 2009 ). Both the EATQ and the HBQ characterize AC from a temperament perspective rather than from the EF perspective (as many traditional attention tasks do). Estimates of internal consistency using Cronbach's alpha for the EATQ attention scale were .60 and .80, for the child and parent, respectively. For HBQ inattention, a = .82 for the child-rated version, and a = .89 for the parent version. The attentional control composite consisted of the mean of the following four standardized variables; child and parent EATQ attention scales; and child and parent HBQ inattention scales (reversed). A square root transformation was applied to the HBQ parent inattention scale due to positive skewness. The mean intercorrelation of the AC constituent scales was .47.
Vocabulary Level
All vocabulary testing was administered by experimenters during a family home visit. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Task (PPVT), a standardized, reliable, and valid measure of expressive vocabulary and word retrieval for Standard American English (Dunn, 1965; Dunn & Dunn, 2007 ) was used to test vocabulary level. The experimenter read a word aloud and the child was asked to choose one of four pictures that accurately corresponded to the word. We used age-equivalence scores. Although vocabulary is not a primary variable of interest in this study, we residualized all of the primary variables for the effects due to age-equivalent vocabulary scores on the PPVT in our genetic analyses. The goal of this residualization was to eliminate the effect of vocabulary knowledge on relationships between AC and anxiety, as we view AC primarily as a dimension of temperament rather than a purely cognitive construct.
Zygosity Status
The Zygosity Questionnaire for Young Twins (Goldsmith, 1991) was initially administered to all caregivers to classify zygosity. Ambiguous zygosity was resolved with a review of hospital placenta(e) pathology reports, evaluations of physical similarity using video footage, and, in some cases, DNA-based zygosity tests. There were no cases of unresolved zygosity.
Statistical Approach
Descriptive statistics, tests of mean sex differences, and phenotypic correlational analyses were computed for all variables. To account for the nested nature of twin data, we used generalized estimating equation models to test for mean gender differences . A Bonferroni correction was applied to all phenotypic correlations to conservatively estimate significance levels corrected for alpha inflation. Twin covariances can be inflated by the variance due to gender. Therefore, scores for all variables in the genetic analyses were residualized for sex effects (McGue & Bouchard, 1984) . In addition, we residualized all variables for effects due to vocabulary scores on the PPVT. Twin intraclass correlations were computed for each trait using a double-entry procedure to provide an index of twin similarity. When MZ twin correlations exceed DZ twin correlations for a trait, genetic factors are implicated as a contributor to individual differences for that trait.
Although the focus of our genetic analyses was on the covariance between AC and anxiety, we conducted basic univariate ACE model-fitting before bivariate analyses.
To estimate genetic and environmental variances on individual AC and anxiety variables and to explore sources of covariance between AC and anxiety, bivariate Cholesky decomposition models were fit to raw twin data using Mx maximum-likelihood model-fitting procedures (Neale, Boker, Xie, & Maes, 2001) . A path diagram of this model is depicted in Figure 1 . The measured variables are represented by the rectangles in the model. The circles signify latent genetic and environmental variables. "A" refers to additive genetic variance, or the effect of independent alleles or loci that "add up" to contribute to twin similarity; "C" represents shared environmental variance, environmental factors that contribute to twin similarity; and "E" signifies nonshared environmental variance which does not contribute to twin similarity (Plomin, DeFries, McClearn, & Rutter, 1997) . The direct paths (arrows) estimated in these models from A1, C1, and E1 to AC and A2, C2 and E2 to anxiety yield genetic and environmental variance components for all variables. The genetic and environmental covariance between AC and anxiety is represented by the paths between A1, C1, and E1 and anxiety. Genetic and environmental correlations (i.e., r g , r c , r e ) between AC and the various anxiety variables can be derived using this model. These genetic and environmental correlations index the degree to which genetic or environmental factors for AC overlap with the anxiety variables, independent of their heritabilities. In addition, the genetic and environmental contributions to phenotypic correlations between AC and anxiety can also be estimated.
The full bivariate model was fit separately to AC and each of the 4 measures of anxiety (generalized, obsessive, separation, and social). The overall fit of each ACE model was assessed by calculating twice the difference between the negative log-likelihood (À2LL) of the model and that of a saturated model (i.e., a model in which the variance/covariance structure is not estimated and all variances and covariances for MZ and DZ twins are estimated). The difference in À2LL is asymptotically distributed as v2 with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters in the full model and that in the saturated model. Alternate models were then tested and compared to the full models using the v 2 difference test. Specifically, the additive genetic and shared environmental variances for AC and each anxiety variable, and additive genetic, shared environmental, and nonshared environmental covariances between variables were dropped from the models to determine whether genetic and/or environmental variances and covariances were significant. If a significant difference in chi-square between a reduced model and the full model occurs, a poorer fit is indicated, and the eliminated parameter is considered significant. Heritability estimates, environmental variances, genetic and environmental correlations, and their 95% confidence intervals were estimated from the best-fitting model (i.e., the most parsimonious model with no significant difference in chi-square from the full model).
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FIGURE 1 Bivariate Cholesky Model. Note. A = additive genetic variance; C = shared environmental variance; E = nonshared environmental variance. Direct paths (arrows) estimated in these models from A1, C1, and E1 to AC and A2, C2 and E2 to anxiety yield genetic and environmental variance components for all variables. Genetic and environmental covariance between AC and anxiety is represented by the paths between A1, C1, and E1 and anxiety.
RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics, Gender Differences, and Phenotypic Correlations Table 1 lists the means and standard deviations by gender and the effect sizes for gender differences for AC and the anxiety variables. Overall, males had lower levels of anxiety than females, and all differences were significant. Effect sizes as measured by Cohen's d indicated that the means for males were approximately 14%-28% of a standard deviation lower than females for the anxiety scores. The gender difference for AC was significant, with males scoring approximately 34% of a standard deviation lower than females. Table 2 lists phenotypic correlations for all variables. The anxiety variables were moderately intercorrelated, and all four anxiety variables were negatively correlated with AC. When examining phenotypic correlations between AC and anxiety in males and females separately, all associations were significant and negative regardless of gender. However, the magnitude of all correlations was slightly higher for males (ranging from À.27 to À.44) than for females (À.17 to À.35).
Twin Correlations and Bivariate Model-Fitting
For all variables except obsessive-compulsive anxiety, MZ intraclass twin correlations exceeded DZ correlations, indicating genetic influences (Table 3) . Intraclass twin correlations were also calculated separately by gender, but in general patterns were consistent across gender. (Table 3) showed significant genetic variances for all variables and small estimates of shared environmental variance for generalized and separation anxiety only (the remaining variance was due to nonshared environmental variance).
The fit statistics for all bivariate Cholesky decomposition models are presented in Table 4 . Table 5 presents estimates of genetic and environmental variances for AC and each anxiety variable, as well Note. N = 892; male n = 414; female n = 478 (except obsessive-compulsive anxiety with N = 864; male n = 397; female n = 467). Effect size estimated as Cohen's d express group differences in standard deviation units. *Difference is significant at the p < .05 level (2-tailed); **Difference is significant at the p < .01 level (2-tailed). Note. All correlations are significant at p < .01 after Bonferroni corrections. Note. *All correlations are significant at p < .01, except the female DZ twin correlation for AC which is significant at p < .05. MZ = monozygotic twins; DZ = dizygotic twins. Note. À2LL = likelihood statistic; df = degrees of freedom; AIC = Akaike's information criterion; v 2diff = Chi-square difference between full ACE/ACE model and reduced model; df diff = df difference between full ACE/ACE model and reduced model; A = additive genetic effects; C = shared environmental effects; E = nonshared environmental effects. Boldface denotes best-fitting model. Overlap refers to genetic and environmental variance that is shared by attentional control and the anxiety variables. as significant covariances between AC and the anxiety variables for the best-fitting models. We also calculated the genetic and environmental variance shared ("overlap") between AC and each anxiety variable when covariances were present. For all sets of bivariate models except AC and separation anxiety, we were able to drop all shared environmental paths with no significant decrement in fit. With both obsessive-compulsive and social anxiety, we were also able to drop nonshared environmental covariance between AC and those variables. Shared environmental influences were significant for separation anxiety, but there was no shared environmental covariance between AC and separation anxiety.
Genetic factors accounted for between 54% and 55% of the variance in attentional control depending on the specific model and between 43% and 58% of the variance in our anxiety variables. For all variables (excepting separation anxiety), the remaining variance was due to nonshared environmental influences. Shared environmental influences accounted for 21% of the variance in separation anxiety. Genetic correlations between AC and the four anxiety variables ranged from À.47 to À.36, which indicates that overlapping genetic effects contribute to associations between attentional control and anxiety. There were also significant nonshared environmental correlations between AC and generalized anxiety and AC and separation anxiety (r e = À.31 and À.24, respectively). The negative values reflect that low attentional control was associated with increased levels of anxiety. Variance components for the anxiety variables (i.e., a 2 , c 2 , and e 2 ) are presented as values that contribute to overlap between AC and anxiety, or to anxiety independent of AC. For example, the total genetic variance for generalized anxiety was .10 (overlap) plus .48 (unique to generalized anxiety) = .58. We saw similar patterns for genetic factors on all other anxiety variables and for nonshared environmental influences on generalized and separation anxiety. The percentages of overlap between genetic influences on AC and the anxiety composites were 17% (.10/.58 = .17), 13% (.06/.48 = .13), 23% (.10/.43 = .23), and 18% (.10/.57 = .18) for generalized, obsessive-compulsive, separation, and social anxiety, respectively.
DISCUSSION
We examined genetic and environmental influences on individual differences in AC and several anxiety phenotypes in adolescent twins with a primary focus on the phenotypic and etiological association between AC and various aspects of anxiety. Previous behavior genetic research on this topic has either focused on broad anxiety phenotypes or one specific anxiety diagnosis, and few studies have assessed early adolescents. This project provides the first twin study-based examination of genetic and environmental factors that contribute to both AC and several distinct aspects of anxiety in adolescence. Utilizing generalized, obsessive-compulsive, separation, and social anxiety phenotypes provides important information about differential etiology, as well as the specificity of phenotypic and etiological associations with AC. All variables (AC and the four anxiety variables) were significantly heritable, as expected from previous research. However, patterns of genetic and environmental variance for anxiety as well as relations with AC differed somewhat depending on the type of anxiety. We conclude that AC is a risk factor for anxiety in early adolescence, but that it may confer somewhat different levels of risk for different anxiety disorders.
The four aspects of anxiety were moderately correlated, suggesting that although there is some overlap between the four categories, there is also partial independence. This partial overlap lends support to our rationale for examining generalized, obsessive-compulsive, separation, and social anxiety phenotypes separately. If phenotypic covariance across the four anxiety diagnoses was to be much higher, the argument for examining different aspects would be diminished. Most importantly, moderate negative phenotypic associations were observed for AC with all 4 anxiety variables (correlations ranged from À.22 to À.36). These findings show that adolescents with low levels of AC are more likely to exhibit anxiety symptoms, as posited by attentional control theory (Eysenck & Derakshan, 2011; Eysenck et al., 2007) . Relationships between AC and generalized and separation anxiety were strongest, whereas those between AC and obsessive-compulsive and social anxiety were slightly less robust. These phenotypic associations are similar to the many findings in the literature that focus on AC and broad anxiety traits across age (e.g., Berggren & Derakshan, 2013b; Derakshan et al., 2009; Derryberry & Reed, 2002; Susa et al., 2012) , as well as those that focus on AC and specific anxiety categories (e.g., Armstrong et al., 2011; Moriya & Tanno, 2008; Wieser et al., 2009) .
As expected, genetic and nonshared environmental influences were significant for AC and all anxiety variables. Shared environmental variance was present for the separation anxiety variable only. Phenotypic relationships between AC and the anxiety variables were largely due to genetic covariance. In the case of phenotypic associations between AC and generalized and separation anxiety, nonshared environmental covariance was also significant. Thirteen percent to 23% of genetic factors were shared by AC and anxiety disorders, meaning that 77%-87% of the genetic variance in our anxiety phenotypes was unique. Therefore, although there is significant genetic overlap between AC and anxiety in early adolescence, the remainder of the genetic variance is specific to the anxiety phenotypes. Only 4% of the nonshared environmental variance was shared by AC and generalized anxiety, and 2% was shared by AC and separation anxiety. Thus, almost all of the nonshared environmental variance in our anxiety phenotypes was unique.
Although not present for most variables, significant shared environmental effects emerged for separation anxiety, a finding anticipated by at least one other study in childhood (Topolski et al., 1997) . Possible sources of shared environmental variance that could influence separation anxiety in adolescence include experiences living in the same home and similarities in school routine and dress, consistency in parent behavior across the twins, and measurement effects related to the same parent rating both twins. However, most of these potential shared environmental factors would be relevant for other forms of anxiety. It may be that one parent expresses a particular form of neuroticism or clinginess that is modeled by both twins and is reflected as shared environmental variance for separation anxiety only. Unfortunately, we cannot empirically pinpoint specific sources of shared environmental variance in this study.
As is typical for most psychological traits in adolescence and all previous studies of AC and anxiety, nonshared environmental variance was present for all variables, and in two instances contributed to covariance between AC and anxiety variables (generalized and separation anxiety). Nonshared environmental variance includes measurement error, and because some of our measures were less reliable than others, it is possible that measurement error is responsible for some of these effects. However, there were no appreciable differences between nonshared environmental estimates for AC (which was made up of component variables with the lowest levels of reliability) and our anxiety variables. Additionally, the use of composite variables reduces overall unreliability. Therefore, it is unlikely that all nonshared environmental factors are due entirely to error. Other possible sources of nonshared environment may include differential treatment by parents, different peer groups and school activities, and other experiences that are specific to the child such as injuries and accidents (Plomin et al., 1997) . For example, only one twin could be mistreated by a parent, or only one twin might participate in an after-school club or sport. These sources of nonshared environment tend to increase throughout middle childhood as children are exposed to increasingly unique environments as they age.
Findings of significant heritability for AC in early adolescence were consistent with previous twin studies of AC in middle childhood (Lemery-Chalfant et al., 2008) and late adolescence and early adulthood (Yamagata et al., 2005) , as well as modest heritability from ages 9 to 12 in an adoption study of attention (Gagne et al., 2003) . Relatedly, patterns of heritability for our anxiety phenotypes were similar to those for previous behavior genetic studies of broad anxiety variables across age (e.g., Eley et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2008; Trzaskowski et al., 2012; Warren et al., 1999; Zavos et al., 2012) . When focusing on the specific types of anxiety, heritabilities are also similar to those from previous studies. Genetic variances for generalized, obsessive-compulsive, and social anxiety ranged from .48 to .58 overlapping with findings from other children (Eley et al., 2003; Hallett et al., 2009) and adult twin studies (Hettema et al., 2001 ). The heritability estimate for separation anxiety in our sample was slightly lower than our other anxiety variables (.43), probably due to the presence of shared environmental effects for this trait. This finding is consistent with the low end of the range of heritability for separation anxiety from previous investigations (.39-.73; Bolton et al., 2006; Eley et al., 2003) .
Phenotypic associations between AC and all anxiety variables were primarily due to genetic covariance and, to a smaller extent, nonshared environmental covariance for generalized and separation anxiety. Nonshared environmental effects operating on obsessive-compulsive and social anxiety were entirely unique to those anxiety traits. Therefore, although nonshared environmental influences are significant for both AC and anxiety in our study, most nonshared environmental factors are independent of the two. Sources of nonshared environmental variance such as measurement error, differential parental treatment, different peer groups, and other experiences that are specific to the child (Plomin et al., 1997) affect AC and anxiety in largely different ways. Similarly, although some of the genetic factors were shared across AC and anxiety phenotypes, most are unique to each individually. For many of our anxiety phenotypes, approximately 20% of the variance due to genetic factors is shared by both AC and anxiety. Interestingly, the genetic covariance between AC and obsessive-compulsive anxiety is slightly lower at 13%. This pattern of results suggests that AC can be considered a modest genetic risk factor for generalized, separation, and social anxiety, but slightly less so for obsessive-compulsive anxiety. There is little environmental overlap between AC and the anxiety traits studied. Examining the etiological overlap allows us to move beyond basic phenotypic covariance and determine whether genetic or environmental factors contribute to the association between AC and our anxiety variables.
Although the issue of gender in the development and etiology of both AC and anxiety disorders is an important one, it was not the primary emphasis of our study. Nevertheless, in light of previous findings in the literature showing gender differences for AC and anxiety phenotypes and different patterns of etiology for males versus females for certain anxiety symptoms, we examined gender in multiple analyses. Consistent with the literature, females were more anxious and showed greater attentional control than males. With regard to phenotypic associations between AC and our anxiety symptom variables, the magnitude was greater for males than females (although both male and female correlations were significant and in the same direction). This finding indicates that low AC is a slightly greater phenotypic risk factor for males than females. When calculating twin correlations, the patterns of MZ and DZ correlations were fairly consistent across gender. The two exceptions were that females have a higher DZ correlation than MZ (.45 vs. .28) for OCD, and males have a slightly higher DZ correlation than MZ (.53 vs. .48) for separation anxiety. This pattern of findings suggests low heritability and shared environmental influences. Indeed, these anxiety variables showed the lowest levels of genetic variance in our bivariate models with both genders included, and OCD showed significant shared environmental variance. Interestingly, we did not find shared environment variance for generalized anxiety disorder with our female subsample, as the previous meta-analysis had (Hettema et al., 2001) . Patterns of phenotypic and twin correlations indicate that it is possible that genetic covariances between AC and certain types of anxiety may be higher for males, but that is an empirical question that we are unable to answer with our data. Because we only have between 55 and 60 pairs of female MZ twins depending on the variable, we do not have the statistical power to conduct univariate or bivariate Cholesky models by gender. Therefore, we did not pursue model-fitting analyses separately for males and females. However, gender is an important issue to consider in the context of the etiology of AC and anxiety in adolescence, and future investigations with sufficient power should conduct more comprehensive gender-related analyses.
One limitation of the current study is the relatively modest sample size, which is underpowered for examining gender using sex-limitation modelfitting biometric approaches (and to conduct bivariate analyses by gender). However, twin studies of temperament with substantially larger sample sizes tend to focus on one form of temperament assessment, usually parent report. In this case, we have a multimethod approach that includes both parent and twin-reported assessments of AC on multiple indices, which allows us to draw more broadly based conclusions about the shared etiology of AC and different anxiety disorders. Additionally, many large-sample investigations of the etiology of AC and anxiety outcomes in early adolescence focus on broad or limited conceptions of anxiety without the benefit of multimethod assessment. We have four discrete anxiety symptom categories, which allows for more specificity in interpreting our results. Unfortunately, we do not have laboratorybased measures of AC or anxiety in this study, which would further bolster our multimethod approach. Future investigations of these issues would be enhanced by including a behavioral assessment of AC in addition to parent and child ratings.
This study confirms several important previous findings regarding associations between AC and anxiety phenotypes, and strengthens conclusions by incorporating multiple anxiety outcomes and including genetic analyses. Our findings are consistent with the literature in that AC is significantly associated with all anxiety variables, and both AC and anxiety are genetically influenced in our sample. In addition, overlapping genetic covariance contributes to the phenotypic associations between AC and anxiety symptoms in adolescence. Therefore, early adolescent AC can be considered a developmental and genetic risk factor for anxiety disorders. The magnitude of the phenotypic and genetic relationships between AC and anxiety varied to some extent by type of anxiety symptom.
Our results also suggest areas for future study. As mentioned, adding laboratory-based or behavioral assessments of AC would bolster multimethod findings, as would incorporating additional genetic analyses. In particular, molecular approaches would be useful. Although molecular genetic investigations of anxiety phenotypes have been ongoing (for a current review see Perez, Otowa, Roberson-Nay, & Hettema, 2013) , we know less about potential genetic risk factors for AC. Adolescence is clearly an important period for AC and anxiety, but extending these results longitudinally in both directions is also necessary for a more comprehensive developmental perspective. Research on these variables has public health relevance and could potentially inform interventions that target attentional abilities in the treatment of anxiety disorders. The assessment of AC could facilitate the identification of children at risk for the development of these disorders and could also inform molecular genetic studies in this area. However, until the developmental and etiological implications of the relationship between AC and anxiety are better explicated, it is unclear what interventions will be appropriate.
